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	SiGe and Si Strained-Layer Epitaxy for Silicon Heterostructure Devices, 9781420066852 (1420066854), CRC Press, 2007
What seems routine today was not always so. The field of Si-based heterostructures rests solidly on the shoulders of materials scientists and crystal growers, those purveyors of the semiconductor “black arts” associated with the deposition of pristine films of nanoscale dimensionality onto enormous Si wafers with near infinite precision. We can now grow near-defect free, nanoscale films of Si and SiGe strained-layer epitaxy compatible with conventional high-volume silicon integrated circuit manufacturing. SiGe and Si Strained-Layer Epitaxy for Silicon Heterostructure Devices tells the materials side of the story and details the many advances in the Si-SiGe strained-layer epitaxy for device applications.
Drawn from the comprehensive and well-reviewed Silicon Heterostructure Handbook, this volume defines and details the many advances in the Si/SiGe strained-layer epitaxy for device applications. Mining the talents of an international panel of experts, the book covers modern  SiGe epitaxial growth techniques, epi defects and dopant diffusion in thin films, stability constraints, and electronic properties of SiGe, strained Si, and Si-C alloys. It includes appendices on topics such as the properties of Si and Ge, the generalized Moll-Ross relations, integral charge-control relations, and sample SiGe HBT compact model parameters.     
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MOS 2013 Study Guide for Microsoft Outlook (MOS Study Guide)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Office! Designed to help you practice and prepare for the 2013 Outlook Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) exam, this all-in-one study guide features:


	 

	
		Full, objective-by-objective exam coverage
	
		Easy-to-follow...



		

Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fifth EditionApress, 2010

	Ubuntu Linux is the fastest growing Linux-based operating system, and Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fifth Edition teaches all of us—including those who have never used Linux—how to use it productively, whether you come from Windows or the Mac or the world of open source.


	Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fifth Edition...


		

Moodle 2.0 E-Learning Course DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2011

	Moodle is the leading open source learning management system. Using Moodle, teachers can easily construct richly-textured web-based courses. A course can consist of a number of lessons, with each lesson including reading materials; activities such as quizzes, tests, surveys, and projects; and social elements that encourage interaction and...





	

Network Security: Private Communication in a Public World (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002

	Authors with credentials from some of the top software and hardware companies explain the latest advances in computer network security protocol. For security managers, programmers, and graduate or advanced undergraduate students.


	It was a dark and stormy night. Somewhere in the distance a dog howled. A shiny object...


		

MySpace For Dummies (Computers)For Dummies, 2007
Activate the built-in tools to use MySpace safely
    Trick out your profile, meet new people, and promote your talents on MySpace    

    MySpace is the place to connect with friends online and this book helps you make the most of it. Here's how to customize your profile so it stands out in a crowd,...


		

Jump Start PHPSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2013

	
		Get a Jump Start on PHP today!

	
		PHP is a key server-side technology in web development, enabling you to quickly and simply develop interactive, usable and engaging websites and applications.

	
		In just one weekend with this SitePoint book, you'll learn how to:

		
			Install all of the...
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